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An Unfinished Compendium of Materials

Edited by Rachel Harkness
Tanja Romankiewicz

The Past: redeposited

Knap of Howar, Neolithic

A windswept island, no more trees, only stone and sand, grass and sea: Papa Westray, Orkney, 3400 BC. But the grass is green, to graze the first cattle, the first sheep (Ritchie 1983, 56–7). The grass grows green, roots grow dense, around the sand, around the ginger-brown stone, worked into a sharp, narrow blade, then lost by the first farmer (ibid., 84–5).

Only stone and sand to build a farmhouse? The grass grows green, on walls held by stones on either side (Loveday 2006, 89). The first sheep graze on the wall-heads of the first home (Fig. 1; Ritchie 1983, 56).

Dark inside, but warm. Warm burns the grass and its roots and soils. Light and heat from the turf, absorbed by the turf of the walls. What could be more ubiquitous in this life, more sustaining? The sods that feed the beasts, feed the fire, keep up the roof; absorb sound, water and urine, dung and dirt, steam and spill.

Deer’s Den, Bronze Age

A field of barley, golden in the autumn sun. Even more golden as it reflects the golden flames. In the blink of an eye, the collapse. The cracking noise of timbers aching and failing, the thumping of the turf roof collapsing onto the flames. They die to amber, golden, in the autumn sun. The turf walls collapse on top, and the house, once with in all its height and beauty, is now a heap of steaming soil, reduced to a smoulder, a charcoal kiln (Fig. 4). Turf cooks: red and pink, orange and brown. It buries the timber, black as night, dark as pitch. Life comes to an end, but so does decay. Cooked and charred, the house will now be there, perhaps forever. It is the turf that shuts out oxygen, burying flames, and memories and stories, all. Still rich, still enriched, still
visible, still detectable: at Birnie, Moray.2

No. 39 Arnol, 1836

A sheep grazing on the wall-head after the long, dark winter inside the black house (Fig. 5). The turf walls had kept them warm, but muffled everything, light, sound, wind. So proud, the walls, held by stones on either side; new grass just shooting up on its head, so delicious! Bring down that sheep, bring down that wall, and onto the wooden cart (Holden, 2004: 45). Here arrives another cart: more turf, dripping with dung, urine, soot, ash, nutrients. Turf, enriched from keeping the beasts inside over the winter, bedding them on the same grass they feasted on in the autumn sun. Now ploughing-in the rich resource, from which will grow the golden barley: 180 years ago, on the machair, Arnol, Isle of Lewis.

PRESENT: rediscovered

Birnie, 2010

The golden autumn sun reflects on the yellow machine: the toothless ditching bucket eats into the turf. Underneath, the golden sand, and black as night, dark as pitch, the charred timbers; and the colourful cooked turf. The trowel strokes across the soft, silty, silky soil (Fig. 6). Patterns appear. A chequer board of flattened turf wall. Digging deeper, sampling the soil, wrapping the charcoal, studying and dissecting – to tease out memories and stories – then keeping it, in the museum store, perhaps forever, to preserve what is left of the turf round-house.3

Deer’s Den, 1996

A field of barley, golden in the autumn sun. Now only a memory, as the toothless ditching bucket cuts away the topsoil. Underneath, the golden sand, and brown and grey, the blobs of postholes, the curvilinear streak that demarcates the gully on the periphery and the outer edge of the roundhouse. No hint of the outer wall surviving! The trowel strokes across the soft, silty, silky soil. Finds appear. What looks like a half-digested Weetabix becomes a piece of ceramic crucible that once held molten bronze. More finds. Chipped, grey stones, worked by a Neolithic farmer. Then questions. But how? Bronze Age bronze and Neolithic flint! A round house built in the Neolithic when everybody else lived in rectangular ones? Then it still standing after more than thousand years in order to house a Bronze Age metal worker? The archaeologist is puzzled.

Yet the turf holds the answers, memories and stories. Roots had grown dense, around the sand, around the grey, worked stone, lost long before the Bronze Age smith arrived (Alexander 2000, 22). Yet the turf remembers. It retains. Cut from an area where flint was knapped, it carries these stories into the new Bronze Age house (Fig. 7), to confuse the modern archaeologist, years later, with the layers of life it has absorbed.

Yet the turf is also a chameleon. Unburnt at Deer’s Den, it remains the same colour as the soil which came to overlay the house, which filled ditches and hollows, which was ploughed at the time and ploughed ever since. The turf chameleon disappears into the soil. Only the non-decaying memories, stones, charcoal, soil colour, ever-and-ever smaller petrified plant remains, allow the archaeologist to recognise the turf’s traces, its memories, its stories.

Crew annex, University of Edinburgh, 2016

Golden in the summer’s sun? More a pale, unhealthy yellow. The fridge is cold and dark. Suffocating. Wrapped in foil, there is no air to breath, grow or decay (Fig. 8). The spatula scratches, scales weigh, ceramic dishes heat up. Hot, too hot.
steaming, the fresh turf samples dry off all their moisture. Weighed again, and heated again. Heated! Burnt! To ash, to get rid of all organic compounds. The laboratory seeks to halt the turf’s decay. It extracts the turf’s life, moisture, root content, in order to understand the turf itself, its strength and weaknesses, its architectural merits.

FUTURE: reused

The toothed ditching bucket brings down the walls, eats into the concrete slab. The bitumen roof collapses. This house is old and exhausted, unloved. Children’s laughter echoed hollow from these walls that could not hold life’s stories. Nappies lie, not decaying, in the landfill. Poor now, the empty house shell cannot sustain life in any other form. Its lumps will meet the nappies in the landfill, where they will be, perhaps forever. Life happens elsewhere now.

Questions. What if our houses ended up not old and exhausted, but enriched with the life they once housed, the stories and memories? Residues from children’s laughter, and children’s nappies, from brother and father, and mother and sister, from dogs and mice. Rich then, they’d be vessels to receive all this life. Rich to sustain life in a different form, transformed. Into the compost heap, to grow courgettes or cavolo nero. The house, once home, now spaded in and under, to house the plan(t)s of new life, for a new life.

Turf – its grass, its roots – can still grow around sand, into a wall, a roof. It can enrich with nutrients and grow into a new life. Sustainable, renewable, it is full of stories and memories (Romankiewicz, 2016). Turf: for the future architects to build with, and the future archaeologists to disentangle.
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Kate Fister is a Scottish-based independent environmental artist. Biogeographies (see www.meansealevel.net) comprised a series of works on animal and human lives; current work focuses on land use, especially peatlands (see work in progress on www.inthepresenttense.net).

Caroline Gatt is a Research Fellow (Knowing From the Inside) at the University of Aberdeen. Her forthcoming book is entitled ‘An Ethnography of Global Environmentalism: Becoming Friends of the Earth’ (Routledge, 2018). From 2001 to date, Gatt has carried out training and research in laboratory theatre, with groups in Malta, Italy and the UK.
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Tanja Romankiewicz first trained as an architect, interested in the people of the past. She is now an anthropologist, interested in how past people created their built environment. Her current project, a Leverhulme Trust Early Career Fellowship at University of Edinburgh, investigates how we can be ‘Building (Ancient) Lives’.

Griet Scheldeman, an anthropologist from Belgium, and Doug Benn, a glaciologist from Scotland, met in 2012 on a glacier in Svalbard. Since then they have explored their mutual passion for ice, bringing together scientific and artistic perspectives in a holistic appreciation of ‘solid water’ in all its forms. They now live by the sea in Scotland.

Cristián Simonetti is Assistant Professor at the Programa de Antropología, Instituto Católica de Chile and an Honorary Research Fellow at the Department of Anthropology, University of Aberdeen. His work concentrates on how bodily gestures and environmental forces relate to notions of time in science, the topic of a monograph entitled Scientific Conceptualizations (Routledge, 2017).

Erika Akariguame Armgeld Sloth has studied archaeology at Goldsmiths University of London, environmental anthropology at University of Aberdeen and is currently studying development studies at London School of Economics, (where she is working on a research project regarding material cultures in developing countries).
Undine Stabrey currently focuses on pedagogical knowledge (at the University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Northwestern Switzerland) as well as on the phenomenon of water (at the Center for Global Studies of the University of Berne). In addition to research in Ancient World Studies and Philosophy of Science, she develops an archaeology of digital things in order to explain the formation of prognostic structures.

Jo Vergunst is a Lecturer in the Department of Anthropology at the University of Aberdeen. His research interests are in rural society and landscapes in Scotland and Europe, including farming, walking and environmental art. His current fieldwork is on traditional woodwork and forest management.

Judith Winter is an independent curator, social researcher and senior lecturer at Manchester School of Art. She was inaugural curator for the Middlesbrough Institute of Modern Art (MIMA), UK and Head of Arts for DCA, Scotland. Her curatorial approach is sensitive to the ephemeral qualities of works-in-progress and cross-disciplinary practices. Her current research and teaching returns to the Bauhaus as a crucible of the modern art school. By revisiting the reservoir of material experimentation, she hopes to link students separated by a century and consider the contemporary relevance of its approaches for future generations.